Others must listen to her pressing pain; as if everything will come opinions and follow her can say “no” without concern instructions; otherwise:

Des. to comment on everyone completely refreshed. Sleep lying on abdomen, legs spread apart, as if needs lots of space & no disturbance

Severe infections; ulceration & pain in gums with frequent bleeding episodes. Cutting of wisdom teeth; severe acute infection

Generals

Throat infections; severe pain, sticky discharges, with cough & expectoration, Yellowish or whitish, stick expectoration


Some authors employ the convention of C. livia domestica, which is not a formal category in zoological nomenclature. For feral pigeons it is certainly not suitable as they are not created by human selection. C. livia forma domestica is also invalid according to the rules of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature

COLUMBA LIVIA
Rock dove, Rock pigeon, (Egg yolk)
Order: Columbiformes, Family: Columbidae

Hearing problems
Others must listen to her opinions and follow her instructions; otherwise: Anger, Irritability

Des. to dominate others Confident; can say clearly what she wants to say Can say “no” without concern for the reactions of others Feeling of superiority Des. to comment on everyone else; gives great pleasure

Head: sens. as if it will burst Left-sided; main forehead & temples; Pain in ears, eyes; Throbbing and pressing pain; as if everything will come out of the head, to relieve the pressure

Anger at trifles; at smallest things Anger without provocation Violent anger; must exert control over self; but still expresses anger

Des. to accomplish everything very fast; there is no time; must finish it fast

Restlessness Cannot sit in silence Must continuously keep working Industriousness. No rest. No peace

Sticky stools, bleeding, mild prolapse of rectum
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